About the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra

The mission of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra is to inspire, entertain, educate, and challenge through innovative programs and symphonic music performed at the highest artistic level. Founded in 1930 the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra is one of the leading orchestras in the nation with its commitment to artistic excellence and its ambitious approaches to music education, performance, and collaboration.

About Conner Prairie

Conner Prairie is positioned in the region as one of the largest remaining landowners along the White River and as one of the most-visited and most-awarded outdoor living history museums in the U.S. Spanning 1,046 acres of developed and undeveloped land in central Indiana, Conner Prairie continues to be one of the most successful and innovative living history museums in the country. On the grounds, guests have the opportunity to pursue fun and knowledge in a way that is tailored to them.
The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra returns to the Conner Prairie Symphony Bowl this summer with Symphony on the Prairie! For over 40-years, patrons have been enjoying beautiful Hoosier sunsets while listening to world-class music.

There’s something for everyone, with favorites including the annual Star-Spangled Symphony. Guests are encouraged to bring their own food, drinks, chairs, and blankets. Vendors are on-site and concessions are sold at all concerts—even beer and wine! It’s a perfect summer evening for music fans of all ages.
2024 Symphony on the Prairie
Stage Sponsorship Benefits
Stage Sponsorship: $75,000 for entire season

Promotion and Acknowledgment

- Official naming of the stage for the entire 2024 Symphony on the Prairie season. This will be mentioned anytime a band is named or listed in any print, digital, or audio promotion. IE. “Join us at Symphony on the Prairie this weekend as we bring the Bruce Springsteen Experience to the YOUR NAME stage.”
- Company name prominently displayed across the stage throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition on front gate banner at Conner Prairie throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Opportunity to display an advertisement on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition in all pre- and post-concert emails sent to Symphony on the Prairie attendees (approximately 40 emails sent each season).
- Verbal recognition from the stage at all Symphony on the Prairie concerts, with ability to have company representative(s) make remarks at a maximum of two (2) concerts.
- Opportunity to distribute information at a display table/tent located at the main gate at all Symphony on the Prairie concert(s).
- Recognition on ISO and Conner Prairie social media channels throughout Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Symphony on the Prairie web pages.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Corporate Sponsors web pages.
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s program book during Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and Yuletide Celebration season (distributed to over 100,000 people annually).
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s annual report.
2024 Symphony on the Prairie
Stage Sponsorship Benefits
Stage Sponsorship: $75,000 for entire season

Entertainment and Employee Benefits

- One (1) complimentary table, ten (10) tickets, and five (5) VIP parking passes for each Symphony on the Prairie concert.
- Twenty (20) general admission lawn tickets for each Symphony on the Prairie concert.
- 20% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Classical, Pops, Uncharted Series, and additional Symphony on the Prairie tickets.
- 10% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Film Series and Yuletide Celebration tickets.
- Forty (40) complimentary daytime admissions to Conner Prairie for company and its employees.
- Eighty (80) balloon passes to Conner Prairie’s 1859 Balloon Voyage.
- Invitations to the ISO’s and Conner Prairie’s donor appreciation events.
- Opportunity for employees to volunteer at ISO and Conner Prairie programs throughout the year.
Promotion and Acknowledgment

- Logo recognition on front gate banner at Conner Prairie throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition in all pre- and post-concert emails sent to Symphony on the Prairie attendees (approximately 40 emails sent each season).
- Verbal recognition from the stage at all Symphony on the Prairie concerts.
- Opportunity to display an advertisement on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Opportunity to distribute information at a display table/tent located at the main gate at a maximum of eight (8) Symphony on the Prairie concert(s) of company’s choosing.
- Recognition on ISO and Conner Prairie social media channels throughout Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Symphony on the Prairie web pages.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Corporate Sponsors web pages.
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s program book during Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and Yuletide Celebration season (distributed to over 100,000 people annually).
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s annual report.

Entertainment and Employee Benefits

- One (1) complimentary table, ten (10) tickets, and five (5) VIP parking passes for up to eight (8) concerts of company’s choosing, based on availability.
- One hundred (100) general admission lawn tickets valid for Symphony on the Prairie season, based on availability.
- 20% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Classical, Pops, Uncharted Series, and additional Symphony on the Prairie tickets.
- 10% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Film Series and Yuletide Celebration tickets.
- Twenty (20) complimentary daytime admissions to Conner Prairie for company and its employees.
- Sixty (60) balloon passes to Conner Prairie’s 1859 Balloon Voyage.
- Invitations to the ISO’s and Conner Prairie’s donor appreciation events.
- Opportunity for employees to volunteer at ISO and Conner Prairie programs throughout the year.
2024 Symphony on the Prairie
Associate Sponsorship Benefits
Associate Sponsorship: $15,000

Promotion and Acknowledgment

- Logo recognition on front gate banner at Conner Prairie throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition in all pre- and post-concert emails sent to Symphony on the Prairie attendees (approximately 40 emails sent each season).
- Verbal recognition from the stage at a maximum of four (4) Symphony on the Prairie concerts.
- Opportunity to distribute information at a display table/tent located at the main gate at a maximum of four (4) Symphony on the Prairie concert(s) of company’s choosing.
- Recognition on ISO and Conner Prairie social media channels throughout the Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Symphony on the Prairie web pages.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Corporate Sponsors web pages.
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s program book during Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and Yuletide Celebration season (distributed to over 100,000 people annually).
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s annual report.

Entertainment and Employee Benefits

- One (1) complimentary table, ten (10) tickets, and five (5) VIP parking passes for up to four (4) concerts of company’s choosing, based on availability.
- Forty (40) general admission lawn tickets valid for Symphony on the Prairie season, based on availability.
- 20% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Classical, Pops, Uncharted Series, and additional Symphony on the Prairie tickets.
- 10% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Film Series and Yuletide Celebration tickets.
- Ten (10) complimentary daytime admissions to Conner Prairie for company and its employees.
- Forty (40) balloon passes to Conner Prairie’s 1859 Balloon Voyage.
- Invitations to the ISO’s and Conner Prairie’s donor appreciation events.
- Opportunity for employees to volunteer at ISO and Conner Prairie programs throughout the year.
Promotion and Acknowledgment

- Logo recognition on front gate banner at Conner Prairie throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition in all pre- and post-concert emails sent to Symphony on the Prairie attendees (approximately 40 emails sent each season).
- Opportunity to distribute information at a display table/tent located at the main gate at a maximum of two (2) Symphony on the Prairie concert(s) of company’s choosing.
- Recognition on ISO and Conner Prairie social media channels throughout Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Symphony on the Prairie web pages.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Corporate Sponsors web pages.
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s program book during Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and Yuletide Celebration season (distributed to over 100,000 people annually).
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s annual report.

Entertainment and Employee Benefits

- One (1) complimentary table, ten (10) tickets, and five (5) VIP parking passes for up to two (2) concerts of company’s choosing, based on availability.
- Twenty (20) general admission lawn tickets valid for Symphony on the Prairie season, based on availability.
- 20% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Classical, Pops, Uncharted Series, and additional Symphony on the Prairie tickets.
- 10% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Film Series and Yuletide Celebration tickets.
- Five (5) complimentary daytime admissions to Conner Prairie for company and its employees.
- Twenty (20) balloon passes to Conner Prairie’s 1859 Balloon Voyage.
- Invitations to the ISO’s and Conner Prairie’s donor appreciation events.
- Opportunity for employees to volunteer at ISO and Conner Prairie programs throughout the year.
2024 Symphony on the Prairie

Patron Sponsorship Benefits
Patron Sponsorship: $5,000

Promotion and Acknowledgment

- Logo recognition on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition in all pre- and post-concert emails sent to Symphony on the Prairie attendees (approximately 40 emails sent each season).
- Opportunity to distribute information at a display table/tent located at the main gate at one (1) Symphony on the Prairie concert of company’s choosing.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Symphony on the Prairie web pages.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Corporate Sponsors web pages.
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s program book during Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and Yuletide Celebration season (distributed to over 100,000 people annually).
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s annual report.

Entertainment and Employee Benefits

- Twenty (20) general admission lawn tickets valid for Symphony on the Prairie season, based on availability.
- 20% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and additional Symphony on the Prairie tickets.
- 10% corporate discount on the purchase of ISO Film Series and Yuletide Celebration tickets.
- Ten (10) balloon passes to Conner Prairie’s 1859 Balloon Voyage.
- Invitations to the ISO’s and Conner Prairie’s donor appreciation events.
Promotion and Acknowledgment

- Logo recognition on the two screens flanking the stage, and third screen by the park, throughout the entire Symphony on the Prairie season.
- Logo recognition in all pre- and post-concert emails sent to Symphony on the Prairie attendees (approximately 40 emails sent each season).
- Opportunity to distribute information at a display table/tent located at the main gate at one (1) Symphony on the Prairie concert of company’s choosing.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Symphony on the Prairie web pages.
- Recognition on the ISO and Conner Prairie websites on the Corporate Sponsors web pages.
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s program book during Classical, Pops, Uncharted, and Yuletide Celebration season (distributed to over 100,000 people annually).
- Recognition in the corporate donor roster of the ISO’s annual report.

Entertainment and Employee Benefits

- Ten (10) general admission lawn tickets valid for Symphony on the Prairie season, based on availability.
- Five (5) balloon passes to Conner Prairie’s 1859 Balloon Voyage.